Managing Multiple Devices: Integrated Defense Against Cross-platform Threats
Macs Expand in the Enterprise

Businesses today are set on multidevice, cross-platform IT environments. Despite issues that come with the bring-your-own-device (BYOD) trend and consumerization of IT, these trends accelerate employee productivity, allow remote access to corporate data, and improves worker flexibility.¹

More and more businesses are using Macs in the PC-dominated enterprise. In 2012, almost half of enterprises issued Macs to at least some of their employees.² Experts predict that Apple will sell $8 billion in Macs to companies in 2014.³

As different types of devices and operating systems (OSs) enter the workplace, maintaining IT control and protecting corporate data become more and more complex. This is also challenged by the OS’s unique compatibility needs for security.

Multiplatform Business Risks and Impact

The complications that come with a multiplatform environment range from malware attacks and exploits to data leakages and amplified patching problems. Diminished IT control is an issue that causes an impact on enterprises.

Cross-platform Threats and Exploits

Malware attacks and exploits may target cross-platform organizations and expose confidential corporate information. Endpoints without security software may serve as vectors of malware infections and exploits.

Malware attacks targeting multiple OSs, such as DNS changer Trojans, are not new to the threat landscape.\(^4\)

However, threats that exploit vulnerabilities in platform-agnostic programs are growing. For instance, a zero-day exploit in Java was used to deliver a Poison Ivy Trojan and targeted diverse OSs.\(^5\) Additionally, a Windows version of the Mac Crisis Trojan (aka MORCUT) infected VMware® virtual machines and Windows® mobile devices.\(^6\) A mobile threat also took advantage of spammed messages to lure users into downloading malicious apps.\(^7\)

**Magnified Deployment and Patching Issues**

Multiplatform enterprises are more prone to exploits because of the challenges they present in covering security holes. Administrators must deploy different security mechanisms for each platform running on any given mixed-device environment. This is to ensure that the devices’ hardware and software specifications and requirements are met. If the installed security solutions are not compatible across all endpoints, cybercriminals or attackers may leverage unsecure platforms for their malicious activities.

Another issue with multiplatform businesses is the distribution of platform fixes by their respective software vendors. These vendors may release patches on different dates, or may not release patches at all. Attackers can easily take advantage of the extensive time it would take to deploy necessary updates across multiple devices.


Decentralized Endpoint Management

Maintaining different devices may mean managing separate consoles for Windows-based devices and Apple products. This setup would not only consume time and resources, but also reduce IT control and visibility to data security.

Case in point, Macs require a bigger cut in the budget when it comes to hardware, software, IT labor and administration. The table below shows that Macs are more costly to maintain than PCs by small margins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AVERAGE COST</th>
<th>MAC</th>
<th>PC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardware and software</td>
<td>$1,622</td>
<td>$1,513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT labor</td>
<td>$781</td>
<td>$636</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: “Mac Workplace Penetration Loosens Window’s Stranglehold on Enterprise” http://appleinsider.com/articles/12/06/06/mac_workplace_penetration_loosens_windows_stranglehold_on_enterprise

Aside from budget concerns, device fragmentation in a multiplatform setup makes it difficult for IT administrators to monitor the data that goes in and out the network. This increases businesses’ exposure to data leak and loss. Without centralized security deployment, confidential corporate information will be open to these risks.

An Integrated, Data-focused Approach to Security

Multiplatform business setups need a defense strategy composed of not only endpoint solutions, but also of data security policies for employees. This way, protective technology can be complemented with proactive security coverage from the actual people accessing data from different devices. These policies should be custom-built to the inherent IT structure of a given enterprise environment. For instance, IT administrators must limit the access of employees to highly confidential corporate data to prevent data leakage.

The following security technologies must be integrated to a well-crafted defense plan to improve management and protect data in cross-platform environments:
• **Centralized console**: A single console can help defragment threat and data protection policy management across multiple endpoints and infrastructure layers. It can also make policy enforcement easier and more consistent.

• **Comprehensive, reputation-based threat intelligence**: To spot and block emerging malware and exploits in enterprise networks, organizations need smart correlation technology and services that can actively check and analyze the threat landscape using both internal and external resources.

• **Data encryption and data loss prevention**: Integrate a full set of data security products that encrypts all the data that goes in and out the enterprise network. This is to safeguard the privacy of critical corporate data across all gateways and endpoints. Make sure that these solutions fulfill regulatory compliance as well.

• **Mobile and desktop virtualization**: A virtualized environment deployed for endpoints can provide a clear separation between personal and corporate applications or data. This solves one of the biggest data and security concerns especially among those that implement BYOD in the workplace.

Enterprises should not rely solely on security software for protection, however advanced they may be. The need to reinforce employee training in actual security incidents is also an important step toward security awareness and compliance.
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